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ABSTRACT
Karina Cipta Dewi Suradi. 2018.  The Effevtiveness of Lecturer’s
Corrective  Feedback  on  Students’  Speaking  Ability  at  Second
Semester  English  Education  Department  Students  of  IAIN
Surakarta in Academic Year 2018/2019. Thesis. English Education
Department  Program,  Islamic  Education  and  Teacher  Training
Faculty.
Advisor : Dr. H. Sujito, M.Pd.
Keywords :  Speaking  Ability,  Corrective  Feedback,  Second
Semester 
This  research  was  conducted  based  on  the  problems
statement about significance effect of using corrective feedback in teaching
speaking  for second semester education department students. The objective
of this research is to to know the empirical evidence about the significance
effect  of  using  corrective  feedback in  teaching speaking  for  second semester
education department students of IAIN Surakarta on their speaking ability.
In answering the problem statement, the researcher used
the  quasi-experimental research type.  The research employed the pre-test and
post-test  design.  It  was an intact  group pre-test  – post-test  design involving a
group of students in the experimental group and those in the control group. The
data was analyzed in three steps of test; (1) normality test, (2)
homogeneity test, and (3) hypothesis test. 
The finding shows that  the result of the hypothesis test shows that
there is a significant difference of effect on the student’s speaking ability between
those  who are  taught  using  oral  corrective  feedbackand  those  who are  taught
without using oral corrective feedback. It can be proved from the t test result that t
(5,772)  acceptance  for  level  significance  5%, (p<0,05)  so  there  are  difference
speaking ability between experiment and control class.The speaking ability of the
students taught using oral corrective feedback(average 83,333) have higher scores
than those taught  without  using  oral  corrective feedback(average 74,167).  The
results indicated that, after providing oral corrective feedback for the students in
experimental group and performing the posttest, the mean speaking scores of the
students in experimental groups increased compared to the mean speaking scores
of the students in the control group.  It  canbe concludedthat thereissignificance
effect  of  using  corrective  feedback  in  teaching  speaking  for  second  semester
education department students of IAIN Surakarta on their speaking ability.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Study
The  English  teaching-learning  process  covers  four  language  skills,
such listening, speaking, reading, and writing. However, most of the language
learners in this world study English in order to develop their proficiency in
speaking (Richard and Renandya: 2002). 
Speaking is a kind of either productive or active skill. Though thefour
skills  are  equally important,  speaking becomes the most  important  tool  to
communicate  that  needs  to  be  accomplished.  In  other  words,the  goal  of
language is communication and the aim of speaking in a language context is
to promote communicative efficiency.
Kayi (2006) states that speaking is crucial part in learning a foreign
language  because  the  ability  of  the  learners  to  communicate  in  a  foreign
language will clearly and efficiently to their success both at college and in the
later phase of life. Thus, speaking is more important than mastering the other
skills. 
Speaking is the skill that students will be judged upon most in real-life
situations. It is an important part of everyday interaction and most often the
first impression of a person is based on his/her ability to speak fluently and
comprehensibly. Thus teachers have a responsibility to prepare the students as
much  as  possible  to  be  able  to  speak  English  in  the  real  life
situations.According to Park (2010) corrective includes explicit and implicit
feedback.  Lecturers  can  provide  corrective  feedback  either  without
interrupting the flow of conversation (implicit feedback) or overtly with an
emphasis on the ill-formed utterance (explicit feedback). 
It is necessary to state that errors are a natural part of the learning
process  (Tornberg,  2005).  Errors  are  common  characteristic  of  language
acquisition and learning. That is to say everyone will make errors in process
of  learning  no  matter  leraning  the  first  language  or  the  second language.
When the students speak second language they will make various errors, and
if these error are not corrected, students will not know about the correct form.
Some students were not able to speak fluently and autonomously because of
the limited vocabularies.  The students faced many obstacles  in  expressing
their  ideas  through  verbal  language.  Many  students  were  not  fluent  in
delivering their speech. Many others made some grammatical errors, mainly
caused by the interference of their mother tongue and translation. 
According  to  Lightbown  and  Spada  (1999:  171-172)  corrective
feedback defines as any indication to the learners that their use of the target
language is incorrect. The learners receive various responses. For example,
when  a  language  learner  says  “He  go  to  school  everyday”,  corrective
feedback can be explicit, for example “no, you should say goes, not ‘go’ or
implicit  ‘yes  he  goes  to  school  everyday’  and  may  or  may  not  include
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metalinguistic information, for example, “Don’t forget to make the verb agree
with the sucject.
There is another researcher who have conducted the similar research
concern  of  lecturer’s  corrective  feedback.  The  thesis  entitled  “The
Effectiveness of Using Indirect Feedback on Student’s Writing of Procedure
Text” written  by  Rendy Saputra  from the  English  Education  Department,
faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Training UIN Syarif Hidayatulla in Academic
Year  2016.  In  his  research,  he  focuses  to  find  the  effectiveness  of  using
indirect feedback on students’ writing skill of procedure text at the second
grade of SMP Ibadurrahman Cipondoh Tangerang academic year 2015/2016.
The result of his research found that there was a significant difference
between students’ achievement in writing of procedure text in experimental
class  which were given Indirect  Feedback technique and the control  class
which were not. It could be seen from student pre-test and post-test score. The
pre-test mean score of student in experimental class was 60, and the post-test
mean  score  of  student  in  experimental  class  was  72.68.  Meanwhile,  the
pretest score in control class was 58.2, and the post-test mean score in control
class was 66.36. 
Based on the  pre-research  done by researcher, the  lecturer  exactly
knew the students’ error in their speaking activities, but s/he does not give the
corrective feedback to correct their error. In additional, the teacher less know
about the way to imply corrective feedback in the classroom in the different
variety. Based on the logical sense above, the researcher would like to know
how is the corrective feedback used by lecturer in the classroom and what its
types in speaking activities. The researcher would conduct the research at the
second semester english education department students of IAIN Surakarta. 
For another reason based on the efficiency, the college is close enough
with the researcher’s place. It makes researcher spending less time. Besides,
in the college, researcher found that the some students still have a low ability
in speaking, they need some corrective feedback of the teacher to increase
their  speaking,  and they would learn their  mistakes  of  the speaking when
teacher gives some oral corrective feedback. So, the researcher would analyze
and  know  the  effectiveness  of  lecture’s  corrective  feedback  in  speaking
ability, entitled  “The Effectiveness of Lecturer’s Corrective Feedback on
Students’  Speaking  Ability  at  Second  Semester  English  Education
Department Students of Iain Surakarta In Academic Year 2018/2019.”
B. Limitation of Study
To avoid misunderstanding and to clarify the problem, it is important
to make the limitation of the study. the researcher focused the reserach on the
effectiveness of using corrective feedback on students‘ speaking ability when
they perform in front  of  the class.  The research was conducted at  second
semester english education department of IAIN Surakarta. However, there are
a lot of factors causes the difficulties in students’ speaking ability and need
the teacher’s corrective feedback to make it clear.
C. Research Problem
Based on the background stated about, the research problem is there
any significance effect of using corrective feedback in teaching speaking  for
second  semester  education  department  students  of  IAIN  Surakarta  in
Academic Year 2018/2019 on their speaking ability?
D. Objective of Study
The  purposes  of  the  study  are  intended  to  answer  the  research
questions. In addition, to know the empirical evidence about the significance
effect of using corrective feedback in teaching speaking  for second semester
education  department  students  of  IAIN  Surakarta  in  Academic  Year
2018/2019 on their speaking ability.
E. Significances of Study
The  results  of  the  research  are  expected  to  give  some  important
contribution to those related. 
1. Practically
a. Speaking Lecturer
The  result  will  provide  Speaking  lecturer  with  a  clear
description  of  feedback in speaking,  especially how the  corrective
feedback  is  given  in  speaking  classroom activity.  Hopefully,  after
knowing the result og this research, the lecturer can improve more the
way they giving feedback. As a result, their corrective feedback can
effectively improve the students’ speaking ability. 
b. Students
The students who learn speaking will improve their speaking
by the lecturer’s corrective feedback.  This research can help the
students to reveal what they need towards the feedback. Regarding
with this, they may develop an ideas how to learn effectively so
that it can affect their achievement in speaking ability. 
c. Researcher
This  result  will  add  the  knowledge  about  the  theory  of
feedback, especially oral corrective feedback and its effectiveness
in the speaking classroom activities.
2. Theoritically
The purposes of study are:
a. To know the types of corrective feedback used by teacher in teaching
speaking and determine the theory about correctivefeedback.
b. To know and describe the effectiveness of corrective feedbacktypes
used  by  teacher’s  corrective  feedback  in  the  students’  speaking
ability.
F. Definition of Keyterms
In order to avoiding misunderstanding in define the meaning of some
key theory dealing with this research; there are some keyterms such as:
1. The Effectiveness
According to Fraser, (1994: 104) defines the effectiveness  is a
measure of the match between stated goal and their  achievement.  It  is
always  possible  to  achieve  easy,  low-standard  goals.  In  other  words,
quality in higher education cannot only be a question of achievements
output, but must also involve judgements about the goals.
2. Speaking
Speaking  skill  is  using  any  and  all  the  language  at  students
command to perform some kinds of oral task (Harmer: 2001). Here, the
students are not going to look at controlled language practice where they
say  a  lot  of  sentence  using  a  particular  of  grammar  or  a  particular
function, for example. That kind of speaking is connected with study. The
kind of  speaking here is  almost  always  an activate  exercise,  the  main
speaking goal is the students want to perform theur speaking for other
people. 
3. Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback is any indication to the learners that their use
of the target language is incorrect. The learners receive various responses.
(Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 171).
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This  chapter  contains  of  some literatures  that  are  reviewed to help  the
researcher to analyze the data and to answer the research questions. This chapter
is divided into two subchapters. They are speaking and corrective feedback.
A. The Nature of Speaking
1. Definition of Speaking Ability 
Speaking is one of the important skills that have to be mastered by
students in learning English. Many experts define speaking in different
ways.  According  to  Scoot  and  Ytberg  (2000:3)  state  that  speaking  is
perhaps  the  most  demanding  skill  for  the  teacher  to  teach.  Hornby
(1994:398)  says  that  speaking  is  expressing  ideas  or  feelings  using
language. Therefore, speaking is not only uttering ideas in or mind, but
also delivering and presenting new information to other people. Ii is a
way to present new language English orally. (Nunan 1991: 39) says that to
most people, mastering speaking is the single most important aspect of
learning  a  second  language,  and  success  is  measured  in  terms  of  the
ability to carry out a conversation in the language. 
Speaking is  one of  the four language skills.  If  students  want  to
speak English fluently, as Harmer (2001) says :
“They have to able to pronounce correctly. In Addition, they need
to  master  intonation,  conversation,  either  transactional
interpersonal  conversation.  Transactional  function  has  its  main
purpose  conveying  information  and  facilitating  the  exchange  of
goods and service, whereas the interpersonal function is all about
maintaining  and  sustaining  good  relations  between  people.
Speaking  is  called  productive  skill  because  when  we  speak  we
produce the language.”
From the theory above it can be conclude that speaking is an effort
to use language feely, being able to speak which puts more emphasis on
interaction, communication and understanding each other. Speaking is an
act  to  express  one’s  ideas,  feeling,  purpose  and  think  orally.  Besides,
people  have  to  able  to  pronounce  correctly  and  they  need  to  master
intonation, conversation, either transactional to interpersonal conversation.
2. Concept of Speaking Ability 
Nunan  (1998:26)  says  that  implies  spoken  language  consists  of
short, often fragmentary utterances, in a range of pronunciations, there is
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often great deal of repetition overlap between one speaker and another,
and speaker frequently use non-specific references. 
The other theory is based on Guralnik (1994:2) state that “ability”
is  a  genetic  word  represent  the  term capacity,  capability,  intelligence,
competence, mind power and others. It also relates to skill, knowledge to
do  something,  proficiency,  aptitude,  faculty,  expertise,  talent,  facility,
qualification, and strength. 
When people speak, they construct ideas in words, express their
perception, their feelings and their intensions, so that interlocutors grasp
meaning of what the speakers mean. If the learner does not have speaking
ability, does not understand the English words about what the speaker’s
said, they can’t grasp meaning of the speaker’s mean. From that condition
can be concluded that the learner have to be success in learning English,
in order can understand about the material.
3. The Elements of Speaking Ability 
There are some elements is speaking which must be considered by
teacher and learners in pedagogy. According to Harmer (1998:266-271).
Generally, there are four elements in the speech process, they are:
a. Pronunciation
Pronunciation is a difficult component in learning speaking ability.
Pronunciation  itself  is  defined  as  the  way  in  which  a  word  is
pronounced (Oxford Advance Learner’s Dictionary, (1995:928).
b. Vocabulary 
Vocabulary  means  the  appropriate  diction  which  is  used  in
conversation.  Without  having  a  sufficient  vocabulary,  one  cannot
communicative effectively or express ideas in both oral and written.
Having limited vocabulary is also a barrier that precludes learners from
a language. Language teachers, therefore, should process considerable
knowledge  on how to  manage  an  interesting  classroom so  that  the
learners can gain a great success in their vocabulary. 
c. Grammar 
It  concerns  with  how  to  arrange  a  correct  sentences  in
conversation, its line with explanation given by Heaton (1998:5) that
the student’s ability to manipulate structure and distinguish appropriate
grammatical forms from inappropriate ones. The utility of grammar is
also to lean the correct way to gain expertise in a language, both in oral
and written form.
d. Fluency 
Fluency is  also can  define as  the  ability as  the ability to  speak
fluently and accurately suited with professional  necessity. Basically,
being fluent means able to keep the language coming.
An  another  opinion  is  from  Nunan  (1989:32)  he  states  that
successful communication involves :
1) The  ability  to  articulate  phonological  features  of  the  language
comprehensibly.
2) Mastery of stress, rhythm, intonation pattern. 
3) An acceptable degree of fluency. 
4) Transactional and interpersonal skill. 
5) Skill in taking short and long speaking turns. 
6) Skills in the management of interaction.
7) Skill is negotiating meaning. 
8) Conversational listening skill (successful conversations require god
listener as well as good speakers).
9) Skills in knowing about and negotiating purpose conversations.
10) Using appropriate conversational formulate and fillers. 
4. Problems in Speaking Activities 
According to Ur (1996:121) says “that there are some problems
faced  by  the  learners  in  speaking  activities.  The  problems  include
inhabitation, the lack of theme to be spoken, the low of participation, and
the use of mother tongue”. Those problem can be explained as follows: 
a. Inhibition
Unlike writing, reading and listening activities, speaking requires
some real time exposure to an audience. Learners are often inhibited
about trying to say things in a foreign language in the classroom, such
as worried about making mistakes, fearful of criticism, or shy of the
attention that their speech attracts. 
b. Nothing to say 
Some learners get the difficulties in thinking of anything to say,
they  have  no  motivation  to  express  themselves  beyond  the  guilty
feeling that they should be speaking.
c. The low or uneven of participation
Only one participant can talk at a time if he or she is to be heard.
In a large group, this means that each one will have only very little
time  to  talk.  This  problem  is  compounded  by  tendency  of  some
learners to dominate, while others speak very little or not at all. 
d. Mother – tongue use 
In a number of classes, the learners share the same mother tongue.
They may tend to use it because of some reasons. Firstly, it is easier.
Secondly,  it  feels  unnatural  to  speak  to  one  another  in  a  foreign
language. If they are talking in small groups, it can be quite difficult to
keep using target language. 
The problem not only from the students but also come from the
teachers.  She/he  may give  a  little  exercise  will  not  learn  to  speak
merely by hearing  speech in  a  class.  The teacher  would  be  in  the
position of controlling a set of strategies that would help the students
improve their performance. 
5. Strategies in Speaking Activities 
Many problems arise in speaking, we have to solve those problem.
Improving the speaking skills of the students may be difficult,  but the
added benefit is building confidence in students for speaking skills and
strategies.  There  are  some  suggestions  proposed  by  Ur  (1996:121)  in
order to overcome the problem in the speaking class. The strategies are
explained in the following terms :
a. Use the group work will increase the amount of learners to talk going
on in limited period of time and also reduce the inhibitions of learners
who are unwilling to speak in front of the full class. By using group
work, the use of oral practice is more than in the full class set up 
b. Base the activity on easy language 
Language should be easily produced by produced by participant, so
that they can speak fluently with the minimum of hesitation. It is a
good idea to review the essential vocabulary before the activities sets.
The  level  of  language  needed  for  a  discussion  should  be  easily
recalled  and  produced  by the  participants,  so  that  they  can  speak
fluently with the minimum of hesitation. It is good idea to teach or
review essential vocabulary before the activity starts. 
c. Make a careful choice of topic and task to stimulate interest
The clearer purpose of the discussion will make the participants more
motivated in doing the task. 
d. Give some instructions or training in discussion skills 
The  participants  should  give  the  contribution  to  the  discussion;
appoint  a  chairperson  to  each  group  who  will  regulate  the
participation. 
e. Keep students to speak the target language 
The best ways to keep students in speaking the target language are (1)
try to be model from them by using the target language; (2) remind
them  to  always  use  the  language.  The  teacher  is  reminding
participants  to  use the  target  language.  Also the  important  thing  is
about the monitoring activities of the students. 
6. The Criteria of A Successful Speaking Activity
Base  on  Ur  (1996:121)  said  that  the  speaking  activity  is  the
important  part  of  language course,  and there  four  characteristics  for  a
successful speaking activity: 
a. Learners talk a lot 
As much as possible the period of time allotted to the activity is in fact
occupied by the learner talk. This may seem obvious, but often most
time is taken up with teacher talk pauses. 
b. Participation is even 
The lesson should not be dominated by only some students but all get
chances to talk and contributions are fairly evenly distributed. 
c. Motivation is high 
Learners are eager to speak because they are interested in the topic
and have  something new to  say about  it,  or  because  they  want  to
contribute to achieve a task objective. So the teacher should prepare
an interesting material for the learners. 
d. Language is of an acceptable level 
Learners  express  themselves  in  utterances  that  are  relevant,  easily
comprehensible to each other, and of an acceptable level of language
accuracy. 
7. Elements of Speaking
In speaking, it is very important for students to acquire the ability
to express their ideas and opinion. Consequently, this competency should
be mastered by the learners of language. Following are the elements of
speaking ability according to Harmer (2001) : 
a. Language features such as the connected speech 
Connected speech is the modifying in sounds production or utterances
such  as  assimilation,  omission,  addition,  weakened  (through
contraction and stress patterning). 
b. Expressive devices 
An expressive devices is the alteration of speed, volume and stress of
utterances to show the feeling. The use of this device contributes the
ability to convey meaning.
c. Lexis and grammar 
Lexis and grammar is necessary for the teacher to give of supply of
certain words and language function, such as agreeing or disagreeing,
surprise  and so  forth.  Those  make  students  can  produce  at  various
stages of an interaction. 
d. Negotiation language 
Negotiation  language  is  the  benefits  to  clarify  and  to  show  the
structure what we are saying. Therefore, those elements are completely
significant in increasing speaking ability. 
Furthermore, Harmer (2001) stated that the other element of the
speaking  is  mental/  social  processing  execpt  the  language  skillfor  the
speaker, but the rapis processing skill is also necessary, such as : 
a. Language processing 
The  language  processing  is  the  effective  speaker  to  convey  their
intention to someone else and they process the words or retrieval of
words or phrases from memory to communicate with the people.  It
helps  the  students  to  develop  habits  of  rapid  language  processing
English. 
b. Interaction 
Interaction is the students‘ interact with the others and they understand
each other. 
c. Information processing 
Information  processing  is  releted  to  the  perception  of  some  else
concerning  the  response  to  other  feeling  in  using  the  language.
Consequently,  mental  has  an  important  role  to  succeed  in
communication  particularly in speaking ability.
B. Feedback
1. Definition of Feedback
a. Feedback
There  are  many  definitions  of  feedback.  Feedback  is
communication  intended  to  improve  overall  performance  (Wolsey,
2006). The feedback given can be a useful input for the students to
improve their work. The students will obtain praises or criticisms from
the feedback. Thus, they will see what area they already understand or
still need improvement. Another definition of feedback is proposed by
Irons (2008). He argues that feedback is any type of comment from
another individual which might result in learning. 
In the teaching-learning process, teachers use feedback as a means
to improve students’ learning. It is important for the students to know
how well they are doing in learning by getting feedback. It is because
feedback will give the students sense of achievement when they are
already doing well, then it will motivate the students to learn more. On
the contrary, if the students make error(s) or mistake(s), they will know
and  learn  to  correct  their  error(s)  or  mistake(s).  In  addition,  Lewis
(2002)  says  that  feedback  is  more  than  correcting  and  hunting  for
thestudents’ mistakes. Giving feedbacks means telling students about
the  progress  they are  making as  well  as  guiding them to  areas  for
improvement.
b. Purposes of Feedback
The objective of feedback is to give students the information they
need  to  improve  on  their  performance.  It  can  motivate  students  in
learning especially in foreign language learning such as English. As it
is  not  the  daily-use-language  of  the  students,  they  commonly  face
problems and make mistakes when speaking English. Thus, they need
feedback to reflect their ability in speaking, whether or not they are
fluent, accurate, or appropriate.  Here, the role of teacher is needed as a
feedback  provider  to  correct  the  students’  mistakes  so  that  their
mistakes do not come to whatis called as fossilization. In relation to
the  role  of  teacher  as  feedback  provider  in  EFL teaching-learning
process. 
Brown (2001: 275) states that “in most EFL situations, students are
totally dependent on the teacher for useful linguistic feedback”. It can
be inferred that the students need feedback from the teacher to improve
their  linguistic  competency.  They  are  completely  dependent  to  the
teacher  as  there  is  limited  occasion  to  speak  English  outside  the
classroom.  When  they  are  involved  in  speaking  activities  in  a
classroom the teacher can monitor the students’ oral  production and
know what  area the students need to  improve or correct.  Then, the
teacher gives the feedback to the students. 
It is different from the situation outside the classroom as there is
little pressure to use English for communication. Even if the students
have a conversation with natives, they will not receive enough or even
no  feedback  at  all  from  the  natives  related  to  their  mistakes  in
speaking. It is because the interlocutors will pay more attention to the
meaning  or  information  in  the  communication  rather  than  to  the
mistakes made. So when the students have a conversation to the native
it is possible that they communicate well although the students make
mistakes.  
According to Lewis (2002), feedback is like the way of telling the
students about the progress they are making and also facilitating them
in  the  area  of  improvement.  Further,  Lewis  has  listed  some of  the
research based purposes that have been suggested for giving feedback
in the language class. Some of the purposes are motivational and some
have to  do with providing students with information.   Here are  the
details about the purposes of feedback:
1) Feedback provides information for teachers and students
Feedback is  a  way for  teachers to  portray their  learners’
language  competency.  It  gives  teachers  information  about
individual and class progress.  It  is also a form of evaluation on
their  teaching.  For  learners,  feedback  is  a  continuing  form  of
assessment  which  is  more  focused  than  marks  or  grades.  By
considering the strengths and weaknesses that the students have,
the comments provide information about the individual progress,
unlike marks or grades, which tend to compare one student with
another.  The  comments  can  also  give  direct  information  about
language, by stating a rule or by giving an example. One way to
focus comments is to consider questions that students may have
about their language use. 
For example:
a) How does the teacher think I’m coming along with my English
in general?
b)  Did I do what was required for this particular task? 
c) How does my work this week compared with last week’s?
d) Why does  the  teacher  say  my  work  is  good  when  I  know
everyone else is better than me?
e) Why does the teacher say my work needs improving when I
know I’ve done my best?
f) How exactly am I meant to improve?
g) What does the comment mean? (Lewis, 2003: 3)
2) Feedback provides students with advice about learning
Teachers  can  provide  students  with  more  than  simple
descriptions of their language use. Comments can also be given to
the student’s learning processes, a common way is using learning
journal.  The  procedures  are  a  student  writes  in  a  journal,  the
teacher answers, the student responds to their teacher’s feedback
with  comments,  questions,  and  additional  information.  The
journals may be written without or with any guidelines. Journals
are recommended in language classes for a number of reasons:
a) Students have the chance to reflect on their own learning.
b) Teachers find out about the student’s learning needs.
c) Feedback is individual and therefore much focused.
d) Students’ language improves in fluency and quality. 
e) The teachers’ comments provide authentic reading material.
f) Students’ vocabulary and grammar increases.
g) For some students journal writing overcomes their shyness at
speaking one-to-one with the teacher.
h) The journal provides a permanent and ongoing record. (Lewis,
2003: 24)
3) Feedback provides students with language input
The  teacher’s  written  and  spoken  feedback  provides
students  with  meaningful  and  individual  language  input.  The
teacher’s words, both in their form and their purpose, illustrate how
language is used in communication. That is why it is important to
expand students’ language by giving comments in language at  a
level slightly higher than the students’ own current language use.
By this way, students can learn new vocabulary and structures in
context.
4) Feedback is a form of motivation
Feedback can be more motivating than marks or grades. It
can encourage student to study and to use language in their best
ability  by  considering  whatever  the  teacher  knows  about  the
learners’ attitudes.  Both hardworking and underworking students
need encouragement but it needs to be given in different ways. Day
by day the teachers teach the students, they will learn more about
their students, the encouragement can take personal condition into
account.
5) Feedback can lead students towards autonomy
One long term purpose of feedback is to lead students to the
point where they can find their own mistakes. Lewis (2003:4) gives
the  example  below:“One  teacher  sat  with  a  student  reading  his
work, stopping each time there was some minor error of form (a
singular for a plural and so on). In each case the student could find
the mistake himself. He realized that all he needed to do was to
take a few minutes at the end to proofread his own work. Another
way  of  describing  what  the  teacher  did  is  to  compare  it  with
scaffolding. While a building is going up it needs scaffolding, but
once it is finished the scaffolding can be taken away”.
c. Corrective Feedback 
According to Park (2010) corrective feedback includes explicit
and implicit feedback. Teachers can provide corrective feedback either
without  interrupting the flow of  conversation (implicit  feedback)  or
overtly  with  an  emphasis  on  the  ill  formed  utterance  (explicit
feedback).  It is necessary to state that errors are a natural part of the
learning process (Tornberg, 2005). Errors are common characteristic of
language acquisition and learning. That is to say everyone will make
errors in the process of learning no matter learning the first language or
the second language.
However, in second language classroom, teacher usually wants
students to speak as much as possible and encourage them to speak
with  the  purpose  of  improving  communication  competence.  When
students speak Second Language they will also make various errors,
and if these errors are not corrected, students will mistake them for
correct form and internalize them to their interlanguage system. So, the
oral  English  will  be  easy  to  fossilize  if  teacher  do  not  provide
corrective feedback.  
2. Types of Corrective Feedback
There are many types of feedback in the teaching-learning process.
Each  expert  has  his  or  her  own  categorization.  Some  of  feedback
classifications  are  presented  below.  Based  on  Lyster  and   Ranta  in
Lightbown and Spada (1999)  state  that  there  are  six  different  types  of
feedback  on  error  provided  by  teachers  and  the  students’  immediate
responses to them (called uptake). Those feedbacks are explained in the
following:
a. Explicit correction
The explicit correction of corrective feedback refers to the
explicit provision of the correct form. By providing the correct form,
the  teacher  clearly  indicates  that  the  students  have  said  incorrect
utterance. This typical corrective feedback is usually recognized by the
employment of  ‘No, what you said was wrong’, ‘You don’t say….’,
’Oh you mean…’, ‘You should say…’, or the like.
Example: 
S : The dog run fastly. 
T : ‘Fastly' doesn’t exist. ‘Fast’ does not take ‘ly. That’s why I picked
‘quickly’ (Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 104).
b. Recast
It involves the teacher’s reformulation of all or part of student’s
utterances excluding the error. They are generally implicit in the way
that they are not introduced by phrases such as ‘You don’t say …’,
‘You mean …’,  ‘Use  this  word…..’,  or  ‘You should  say ….’.   By
implementing recast, the teacher would not indicate or point out that
the students have made error but he/she merely gives a correct form. 
Example: 
S1 : When you’re phone partners, did you talk long time? 
T   : When you were phone partners, did you talk for a long time? 
S2 : Yes, my first one I talked for 25 minutes.
S1 : Why you don’t like Marc? T : Why don’t you like Marc?
S2 : I don’t know, I don’t like him. (Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 104)
c. Clarification Request
This  type  of  corrective  feedback  is  used  when  there  are
linguistic problems in the learner’s turn and also when the learner’s
utterance is not comprehensible. Unlike explicit correction and recast,
clarification request  can refer  to  problems in comprehensibility and
usually present in the form of question such as ‘Pardon me?’, ‘I’m
sorry? What do you mean by?’ which attempt to reveal the intended
form of the error with the rising tone. It may also include a repetition
of the error as in:
Example: 
T : How often do you wash the dishes? 
S : Fourteen. 
T :Excuse me. (Clarification request) 
S : Fourteen. 
T : Fourteen what? (Clarification request) 
S : Fourteen for a week.
T : Fourteen times a week? (Recast) 
S : Yes. Dinner and supper. (Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 104)
d. Metalinguistic feedback
This  type  of  corrective  feedback  contains  comments,
information,  or  questions  related  to  the  well-formedness  of  the
student’s utterance,  without explicitly providing the correct  form. It
makes the students analyze his/her utterance linguistically. It generally
indicates that there is an error somewhere (for example,’Can you find
your  error?’).  Also,  metalinguistic  information  generally  provides
either some grammatical metalanguage that refers to the nature of the
error (for example, ’It’s masculine’) or a word definition in the case of
lexical errors.
Metalinguistic questions also point to the nature of the error
but attempt to elicit the information from the student (for example,’ Is
it  feminine?’).  Simply  said  metalinguistic  feedback  is  an  implicit
method by which the teacher gives some hints to his learner to make
him understand that there is an error in his utterance without clearly
indicating  it.  This  is  to  urge  the  learner  to  pass  through  a
metalinguistic  process  that  may  enable  him  to  find  his  error  by
himself.
Example:
S: We look at the people yesterday. 
T: What’s the ending we put on verbs when we talk about the past?
(Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 105)
e. Elicitation
It  refers to at least  three techniques that teachers use to directly
elicit  the  correct  form  from  the  students.  First,  teachers  elicit
completion of their own utterance (for example, ‘It’s a …’). Second,
teachers use questions to elicit correct forms (for example…’How do
we  say  x  in  English?’).  Such  questions  exclude  the  use  of  yes/no
questions:  A  question  such  as  “Do  we  say  that  in  English?”  is
metalinguistic  feedback,  not  elicitation.  Third,  teachers  occasionally
ask students to reformulate their utterance.
Example: 
S : My father cleans the plate. 
T : Excuse me, he cleans the??? 
S : Plates? (Lightbown and Spada, 1999: 105)
f. Repetition
Repetition refers to the teacher’s repetition, in isolation, of the
student’s incorrect utterance. Mostly, teachers adjust their intonation to
highlight the error. The teacher repeats the student’s incorrect form to
attract his attention to it.
Example: The repetition is followed by a recast. 
S : He’s in the bathroom. 
T : Bathroom? Bedroom. He’s in the bedroom.
The repetition is followed by metalingusitic comment and
explicit correction. 
S : We is … 
T : We is? But it’s two people, right? You see your mistake? You see
the  error?  When  it’s  plural  it’s  we  are.  (Lightbown and  Spada,
1999: 105)
C. Previous Study
There  are  other  researchers  who  have  conducted  the  similar
research that concern of teacher’s corrective feedback. The first study is in the
international  journal  entitled  “Students’  Perception  of  Oral  Corrective
Feedback in Speaking Classes” written by Asnawi, Teuku Zulfikar and Inas
Astila  from Syiah  Kuala  University,  Banda  Aceh.  In  their  research,  This
survey was aimed at finding out students’ perceptions towards lecturers’ oral
corrective  feedback  in  speaking  classes.  This  survey involved  100  fourth
semester students of the Department of English Language Education at Ar-
Raniry State Islamic University (UIN ArRaniry) in Banda Aceh. They were
randomly chosen to  fulfil  the  estimated  population  needed for  the  survey
sample.  A modified  questionnaire  from  Calsiyao  (2015)  and  Elsaghayer
(2014) was used to  collect  the  data.  The results  showed that  the students
perceived  the  lecturers’  oral  corrective  feedback  as  an  important  part  of
language learning. The lecturers’ oral corrective feedback was very helpful in
improving the speaking ability of the students. 
The  study  above  has  the  similarity  and  differences  with  the
researcher’s  study.  The  similarity  between  the  previous  study  and  the
researcher’s study is about the object of research. Both researchers choose the
speaking class as object of research. This study resulted from a combination
of  quantitative  and  qualitative  research  methodology  which  focussed  on
descriptions  of  phenomena which  occur  naturally without  manipulation  of
circumstances. 
Secondly, the study in thesis entitled “Corrective Feedback Found in
Speaking Class at The English Department of Muhammadiyah University of
Surakarta”. This study is written by Ipung Anggoro from English Education
Department,  Graduate  School  Teacher  Training  and  Education  Faculty  of
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta in academic year 2013. He focuses
to describe the types of corrective feedback used by the teacher in UMS, the
frequency of corrective feedback used by the teacher in teaching speaking in
UMS, to know the dominant type of corrective feedback used by the teacher
in  teaching  speaking  in  UMS,  and  to  know the  implication  of  corrective
feedback used by the teacher in UMS. 
The result of the study found that after the observation, the researcher
found that  there  five  types  of  corrective  feedback  used  by the  teacher  in
UMS. That was clarification request, recast, metalinguistic feedback, explicit
correction, and translation. The frequency of the use of corrective feedback
found clarification request  found 69 data or about  59%, recast  23 data or
about 19,7%, metalinguistic found 17 data or about 14,5%, explicit correction
found 4 data or about 3,4%, and translation found 4 data or about 3,4%. The
most  dominant  type  of  using  corrective  feedback  used  by  the  teacher  in
teaching speaking in UMS is that clarification request where that was found
69 data. The implication of using corrective feedback on English speaking is
that, the student will be brave to active on every teaching learning activity
especially on speaking.
The  second  previous  study  above  also  has  the  similarity  and
differences with the researcher’s study. The similarity of the research is both
the  studies  would  like  to  know  about  the  use  of  corrective  feedback  in
speaking class. Then the difference is about the method of the research. The
researcher  of  previous  study used the  qualitative  research,  in  the  form of
descriptive  study.  Meanwhile,  the  method  of  this  research  is  quantitative
research design.
The third, the thesis entitled “A Pragmatic Analysis of The Teacher’s
Spoken  Corrective  Feedback  on  The  English  Teaching”written  by  Novi
Zuliyati  Ningsih from the English Education Department Teacher Training
and  Education  Faculty  State  Institute  for  Islamic  Studies  (IAIN)  Salatiga
2016. In her research, she focuses analyzes the violation of maxims in the
teachers’ corrective feedback which are limited in analyzing the violation of
maxim of quantity and maxim of relation in the speaking skill. 
The  finding  of  this  research  indicates  that  there  are  6  types  of
corrective  feedback  used  by  two  English  teachers  in  Junior  High  Public
School  9  Salatiga  (Explicit  explanation,  Recast,  Clarification  request,
Metalinguistic signal, Elicitation, and Repetition) which Recast is the most
frequently  used  (60%).  The  researcher  assumed  that  this  type  is  easily
understood  by  the  students  and  it  is  brief  practicing.  Furthermore,  it  is
appropriate  to  be used  on the time limitation of  classes.  The finding also
shows  that  there  is  not  violation  of  maxim  of  relation  (0)  and  91.43%
conversation shows that both teachers do not violate both maxims. Thus, both
teachers  tend  to  obey  cooperative  principles  in  communication  and  they
present  good  communication  with  their  students  during  the  teaching  and
learning process.   
The third previous study above also has the similarity and difference
with the researcher’s study. The similarity of the study is about analyzing the
oral corrective feedback. Besides, the difference is about the method of the
research.  The  previous  studyapplies  the  descriptive  qualitative  method  in
analyzing the data. Meanwhile this study applies the quantitative method in
analyzing the data.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In  this  chapter,  the  researcher  would  like  to  present  the  methodology
employed in this study to answer the research question.  This chapter covers the
research  design,  research  population  and  sample,  research  setting,  reserach
instruments,  the  validity  and  the  reliability  of  the  instrument,  data  collection
technique.
A. Research Design
This research can be classified as a quasi-experimental research type.
The  research  employed  the  pre-test  and  post-test  design.  It  was  an  intact
group  pre-test  –  post-test  design  involving  a  group  of  students  in  the
experimental group and those in the control group.
The  experimental  group  was  given  the  special  treatment  using
corrective feedback. The control group without the corrective feedback from
the lecturer. The feedback is oral corrective feedback. The research involved
the  independent  variable  and  the  dependent  variable.  The  independent
variable  was  lecture’s  corrective  feedback.  Meanwhile,  the  dependent
variable was the students’ speaking ability. 
The data are divided into four steps.The first, The data
pre-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group are taught by oral
corrective feedback (pre-test  experiment). Second,  The data pre-test  of the
speaking  ability  of  the  students  for  the  group  are  taught  by without  oral
corrective feedback (pre-test control).Third, The data post-test of the speaking
ability of the students for the group are taught by oral corrective feedback
(post-test experiment). The last, the data post-test of the speaking ability of
the students for the group are taught by without oral corrective feedback(post-
test control).The table below shows the design of the research. 
Table III.1: The Design of the Research Group
Group Independent variable Dependent variable
Experimental Group Oral Corrective Feedback Students’ Speaking Ability
Control Group Without Oral Corrective Feeback Students’ Speaking Ability
B. Research Population and Sample 
The  researcher  used  purposive  sampling  for  research  sampling.
Purposive  sampling  is  virtually  synonymous  with  qualitative  research.
However,  because  there  are  many  objectives  that  qualitative  researchers
might have, the list of purposive strategies that may be followed is virtually
endless, and any given list will reflect only the range of situations the author
of  that  list  has  considered.  The  researcher  applied  purposive  sampling  in
which  based  on  the  specific  purpose  of  the  research,  the  researcher  uses
personal  judgment  to  select  the  sample. The  population  of  this  research
included  the  second  semester  of  english  education  department  at  IAIN
Surakarta.In those semester there were five classes, with 180 students. They
are  PBI  A,  PBI  B,  PBI  C,  PBI  D,  and  PBI  E  in  the  academic  year  of
2018/2019. Each class consists of different numbers of students. 
Table III.2: The Number of Students Class Number of students
Class Number of Students
PBI A 36
PBI B 36
33
PBI C 36
PBI D 36
PBI E 36
It was impossible to use all the population as the sample due to some
considerations. The researcher took two classes as the sample of the research.
The research sample was selected by the cluster random technique. It is the
sample  selection  in  which  all  members  of  the  population  are  naturally
grouped in units (Wiersma and Jurs, 2009: 355). The researcher used random
selection to determine which class will be the experimental group and the
control group. 
From the existing population, the researcher took two classes as the
experimental class and the control class. After the sampling selection, PBI D
was selected as the experimental class and PBI Cas the control class. 
Table III.3: The Research Sample by Class
No. Class The Number of Students
1. PBI C 36
2. PBI D 36
The sample above was divided into two groups. The first group was
class PBI D as the experimental group and the second group was class PBI C
as the control group. Because the score and ability of C and D class is squel.
So,  when  they  were  given  pre-test,  the  score  will  be  maximum.The
experimental group was given the oral corrective feedback in their speaking
activities. The researcher observes the situation and condition in the class.
The control group was given the same materials but without using corrective
feedback in their speaking activities. 
C. Research Setting
The  research  was  implemented  in  IAIN  Surakarta,  located  at
Pandawa,  Pucangan,  Kartasuro,Sukoharjo,  Jawa  Tengah,  Indonesia on
Februari-Maret, 2018. The data were collected about 1 month including the
pre-test and the post-test. Researcher chooses two classes as experimental and
control group. The oral corrective feedback given to the experimental class
and the control group was not. Researcher takes IAIN Surakarta as the subject
of  research  because  its  location  are  very  effective  and  efisien  to  the
researcher.
D. Research Instruments 
Since the study was quasi-experimental, the instruments to collect the
data  were  a  pre-test  and  a  post-test.  The  collected  data  were  the  scores
obtained from the pre-test and the post-test of both the control group and the
experimental  group.  The  scores  from  the  pre-test  were  used  to  see  the
speaking ability of both classes before the treatment. On the other hand, the
scores from the post-test were used to measure whether the implemented 
method affected the experimental group or not. 
In  this  research  study,  the  speaking  test  served  as  the  research
instrument. The speaking test was held twice, in the pre-test and the post-test.
It was used to reveal the significant difference in the speaking ability between
the second semester who were taught by using corrective feedback and those
who were not. In formulating the test instrument, the points to be considered
are the relevance of the test instruments to the purpose of the study. The test
was  intended  to  measure  students’  speaking  abilitybefore  and  after  the
treatment. The speaking tests were made based lecture’s lesson plan. The test
was given twice. 
The first test was used to gain the pre-test score before the treatment
and the second was used to gain the post-test score after the treatment. The
score of the test  was based on criteria on the speaking test  rubric adapted
from  Blaz  (2001). The  researcher  used  speaking  achievement  test  as  an
instrument.The contents of the rubric are task completion, comprehensibility,
fluency, pronunciation, and vocabulary. 
E. The Validity and the Reliability of the Instrument
1. Validity Test Instruments  
When the researcher entered the class and did the observation. The
researcher shown the lecturer gave some tasks to his students, such as
introduce  their  self,  speech  and  small  discussion.  An  instrument  is
considered valid if it is able to test what should be tested. It can explain
the  data  from  the  variables  which  are  accurately  researched.  A valid
instrument refers to the extent to which an instrument measures what is
supposed to measure (Wiersma and Jurs (2009: 356). Validity criteria used
in  this  study  were  content  validity  and  construct  validity.  Before
instruments  tested  to  students,  they  were  consulted  with  expert  (the
supervising lecturer) whether the instruments were appropriate or not to
measure the research variables.  
a. Content Validity 
The  speaking  validity  test  employed  content  validity.
According to Wiersma and Jurs (2009: 355), content validity is the
process of how the test establishes the representativeness of the items
in a certain domain of skills, tasks, knowledge, and other aspects that
are being measured. 
b. Construct Validity 
Wiersma  and  Jurs  (2009:  358)  state  that  construct  validity
refers  to  theoretical  construct  trait  being  measured,  but  not  to  the
technical construction of the test. Construct validity is term one of the
items to measure the validity that good performance, the lead style,
motivation  achievement  and  etc.  This  validity  is  used  to  examine
whether  the  test  has  a  consistent  representation  with  theories
underlying the material given or not. To score students’ speaking test,
the researcher used scoring rubric adapted from Blaz (2001: 39). 
Table III.4: The Oral Assessment Rubric
Categories 1 2 3 4
Task Completion Minimal attempt
to complete the 
task and/or 
responses 
frequently  
inappropriate
Partial 
completion of the 
task, responses 
mostly 
appropriate yet 
undevelope
Completion of 
the task, 
responses 
appropriately 
and adequately
developed
Superior 
completion of 
the task, 
responds with 
elaboration
Comprehensibility Responses 
barely 
comprehensible
Responses mostly
comprehensible, 
requiring 
interpretation  by 
the listener
Responses 
comprehensibl
e, requiring 
minimal 
interpretation 
by the listener
Responses 
readily 
comprehensible,
requiring no 
interpretation by
the listener
Fluency Speech halting 
and uneven with
Speech slow and/ 
or with frequent 
Some 
hesitation but 
Speech 
continuous with 
Categories 1 2 3 4
long pauses or 
incomplete 
thoughts
pauses; few or no 
incomplete 
thoughts
manages to 
continue and 
complete 
thoughts
few pauses or 
stumbling
Pronunciation Major 
pronunciation 
errors
Frequent  errors, 
little or no 
communication
Occasional 
pronunciation 
problems with 
communicatio
nm
No or almost no 
pronunciation 
errors
Vocabulary Inadequate and 
inaccurate use 
of vocabulary
Somewhat 
inadequate and 
inaccurate use of 
vocabulary and 
too basic for this 
level
Adequate and 
accurate use of
vocabulary for 
this level
Rice use of 
vocabulary with 
frequent 
attempts at 
elaboration
2. Reliability of Test Instruments 
After having tested the validity of the instrument, the next step is to
examine the  reliability. A test  is  considered  reliable  if  the  same test  is
given to the same subjects or matched subjects in two different occasions,
the test should yield similar result (Brown, 2004: 20). Wiersman and Jurs
(2009: 255) added that reliability is the consistency of the instrument in
measuring  whatever  it  measures.  It  means  that  if  the  instrument  has  a
consistent result in the second chances or more, the instrument is reliable.
The  instrument  reliability  was  estimated  by  using  Cronbach  Alpha
reliability test.
F. Data Analysis Techniques
The Technique of Data Analysis The researcher used T-test to find out
the differences between the students’ scores which were taken from pre-test
and post-test  in  experiment  class  and control  class.  Before calculating the
hypothesis  testing,  the  researcher  first  calculated  students’ speaking  score
based  on  Analytical  Scoring  Rubric,  and  then  measured  normality  and
homogeneity test. 
1. Normality  Test  Normality  test  is  done  towards  two  classes;  those  are
experimental  class  and  control  class.  Normality  test  is  used  to  know
whether the data from both sample groups which is examined comes from
the population of normally distributed or not.
2. Homogeneity  Test  After  normality  test  gives  indication  that  data  is
distributed normally, so it  needs to  do homogeneity test.  Homogeneity
Test is used to know the similarity of the two conditions or population. 
3. Hypothesis Test For The Hypothesis Test, the researcher uses T-Test to
find out whether there is  the differences between two variables in this
study. After gaining the t-value, the researcher compares T-value and T-
table.  
The formula of t-test is  
T=
x´1− x´2
√ s1
2
n1
+
s2
2
n2
−2 r ( s1√n1 )(
s2
√n2 )
X1 : Mean of sample 1 
X2 : Mean of sample 2
S12 : Varians of sample 1
S22 : Varians of sample 2
r : Correlation between 2 samples
Testing hypothesis uses criteria with significance degree 0.05. The
conclusion is gained as follows: If t-value < t-table, the Ha is accepted. If
t-value > t-table, the Ha is rejected or Ho is accepted.  
Ha:   There  is  an  effectiveness  of  lecture’s corrective  on  the  students’
achievement in speaking ability
Ho:   There  is  no effectiveness  of  lecture’s corrective  on the  students’
achievement in speaking ability.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION
C. Research Finding
1. Description of Research Data
The purpose of this research is to know the empirical evidence about
the significance effect of using corrective feedback in  teaching speaking
and to know which class of the students has the higher speaking ability
achievement. This research was conducted for Second Semester English
Education  Department  Students  of  Iain  Surakarta  In  Academic  Year
2018/2019. For the classes, the researcher took PBI D as an experimental
group  and  PBI  C  as  a  control  group.  The  researcher  used  corrective
feedback to teach an experimental group, and class PBI C without oral
corrective feedback to teach a control class. 
The data in this research was the result of the test. The researcher did
pre-test  in  both  of  classes, then  the  research  giving  treatments  to  both
group.  The  treatment using corrective feedback for an experimental and
PBI C without oral corrective feedback for a control class with the speech.
The  treatment  conducted  a  week  for  90  minutes  each  meeting.  The
treatment was given in four times. The first treatment was conducted on 22
October 2018. After the treatments were done, the researcher did post-test
to get the score of speaking ability using the significance effect. 
Based on the group analyzed, the descriptions of the data are divided
into four groups, they are as follows: 
a. The data pre-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by oral corrective feedback (pre-test experiment).
b. The data pre-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by without oral corrective feedback (pre-test control).
c. The  data  post-test  of  the  speaking  ability  of  the
students for the group are taught by oral corrective feedback (post-test
experiment).
d. The  data  post-test  of  the  speaking  ability  of  the
students  for  the  group  are  taught  by  without  oral  corrective
feedback(post-test control).
The data of each group are presented as below:
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a. The data pre-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by oral corrective feedback (pre-test experiment)
Descriptive analysis of the data of pre-test experiment shows that
the score is 50 up to 75. The mean is 65,333 the standard deviation is
6,687, the mode and the median is 65. The frequency distribution of
the data of pre-test experiment is in table IV.1, histogram and polygon
are presented in figure IV.1.
Table IV.1: Frequency Distribution of Data Pre-test Students’ Speaking
Ability in Experiment Class
Interval Frekuensi %
50 – 55 4 13,3
56 – 60 5 16,7
61 – 65 10 33,3
66 – 70 6 20,0
71 – 75 5 16,7
Jumlah 30 100,0
Figure IV.1: Histogram and Polygon Data Pre-test Students’ Speaking
Ability in Experiment Class
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From the figure above, it is shown that the most frequent score
speaking ability by the students is the 61 – 65 point (33,3%) and the
minimal fequent is 50 – 55 point (13,3%).
b. The data pre-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by without oral corrective feedback(pre-test control)
Descriptive analysis of the data of pre-test control shows that the
score is 55 up to 80. The mean is 66,667, the standard deviation is
5,921, the mode and the median is 65. The frequency distribution of
the data of pre-test control is in table IV.2, histogram and polygon are
presented in figure IV.2.
Table IV.2: Frequency Distribution of Pre-test Stundents’ Speaking Ability
in Control Class
Interval Frekuensi %
55 - 60 8 26,7
61 - 65 9 30,0
66 - 70 8 26,7
71 - 75 4 13,3
76 - 80 1 3,3
Jumlah 30 100,0
Figure IV.2: Histogram and Polygon Data Pre-test Students’ Speaking Ability
in Control Class
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From the figure above, it is shown that the most frequent score
speaking ability by the students is the 61 – 65 point (30%) and the
minimal fequent is 76 – 80 point (3,3%).
c. The data post-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by oral corrective feedback (post-test experiment)
Descriptive analysis  of the data  of  post-test  experiment  shows
that  the  score  is  70  up  to  95.  The  mean  is  83,333,  the  standard
deviation  is  7,112,  the  mode and the  median  is  85.  The  frequency
distribution  of  the  data  of  post-test  experiment  is  in  table  IV.3,
histogram and polygon are presented in figure IV.3.
Table IV.3: Frequency Distribution of Data Post-test Students’
Speaking Ability in Experiment Class
Interval Frekuensi %
70 - 75 6 20,0
76 - 80 7 23,3
81 - 85 8 26,7
86 - 90 6 20,0
91 - 95 3 10,0
Jumlah 30 100,0
Figure IV.3: Histogram and Polygon Data Post-test Students’ Speaking
Ability in Experiment Class
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From the figure above, it is shown that the most frequent score
speaking ability by the students is the 81 – 85 point (26,7%) and the
minimal fequent is 91 – 95 point (10%).
d. The data post-test of the speaking ability of the students for the group
are taught by without oral corrective feedback(post-test control)
Descriptive analysis of the data of post-test control shows that
the score is 65 up to 90. The mean is 74,167, the standard deviation is
6,444, the mode and the median is 75. The frequency distribution of
the data of post-test control is in table IV.4, histogram and polygon are
presented in figure IV.4.
Table IV.4: Frequency Distribution of Post-test Stundents’ Speaking
Ability in Control Class
Interval Frekuensi %
65 – 70 10 33,3
71 – 75 11 36,7
76 – 80 7 23,3
81 – 85 1 3,3
86 – 90 1 3,3
Jumlah 30 100,0
Figure IV.4: Histogram and Polygon Data Post-test Students’ Speaking
Ability in Control Class
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From  the  figure  above,  it  is  shown  that  the  most  frequent  score
speaking ability by the students is the 71 – 75 point (36,7%) and the
minimal fequent is 86 – 90 point (3,3%).
2. Data Analysis 
a. Normality Test
The normality  test  in  the research  used  Kolmogorov-Sminov
Test  from SPSS  17. The normality test is purposed to know whether
the variable data research distribution is normal distributed or not. The
sample is in normal distribution if p >  (0.05). The computation is
using SPSS can be seen at table IV.5 below.
Table IV.5: The Normality Test
No. Data 
Kolmogorov-
Smirnov
P p>
Distribution of
Population 
1 Pre-test Speaking
Ability in 
Experiment Class
0.987 0.285 0.285>0.0
5
Normal
2 Pre-test Speaking
Ability in Control
Class
0.972 0.301 0.301>0.0
5
Normal
3 Post-test 
Speaking Ability 
in Experiment 
Class
0.873 0.432 0.432>0.0
5
Normal
4 Post-test 
Speaking Ability 
in Control Class
1.012 0.257 0.257>0.0
5
Normal
Based on the normality test, it can be seen in table  5 that  the
result:
1) The  value  Kolmorov-Smirnov  of  pre-test  speaking  ability  in
experiment class is 0,987 with signicanly (p) = 0,285. Because the
signicanly (p) is bigger than α = 0,05 (0,285> 0,05), so the data is
in normal distribution.
2) The  value  Kolmorov-Smirnov  of  pre-test  speaking  ability  in
controlclass  is  0,972  with  signicanly  (p)  =  0,301.  Because  the
signicanly (p) is bigger than α = 0,05 (0,301> 0,05), so the data is
in normal distribution.
3) The  value  Kolmorov-Smirnov  of  post-test  speaking  ability  in
experiment class is 0,873 with signicanly (p) = 0,432. Because the
signicanly (p) is bigger than α = 0,05 (0,432> 0,05), so the data is
in normal distribution.
4) The  value  Kolmorov-Smirnov  of  post-test  speaking  ability  in
controlclass  is  1,012  with  signicanly  (p)  =  0,257.  Because  the
signicanly (p) is bigger than α = 0,05 (0,257> 0,05), so the data is
in normal distribution
b. Homogeneity Test
Homogeneity  test  is  done  to  know  that  the  data  are
homogenous. Homogeneity test is used to find out whether the data
comes from similar populations. if p >  (0.05)it can be concluded that
the data are homogenous. The computation is using SPSS can be seen
at table IV.6belows.
Table IV.6: The Homogenity Test 
Levene Test P p> Decission
0.042 0.837 0.837>0.05 Homogen
Based on the Homogenity test,the value Levene test is 0,042
with signicanly (p) = 0,837. Because the signicanly (p) is bigger than α
=  0,05  (0,837>  0,05),  sothe  data  in  this  study  have  homogeneity
sample distributions.
c. Hypothesis Test
Hypothesis  test  can be done after  the result  of normality and
homogeneity  test  are  fulfilled.  The  data  analysis  is  done  by  using
Independen sample t-test, to find out whether there is the differences
between two groups in this study. The result computations from SPSS
can be seen as follows:
Table IV.7: The Hypothesis Test
Group Mean T test p p> Decission
Post-test of 
speaking ability in 
experiment class
83,333 5.232 0.000 0.000<0.05 Different 
Significanly
Post-test of 
speaking ability in 
control class
74,167
From the table above shows that the value of t  = 5.232  with
signicanly (p) = 0,000.  Because the signicanly (p) is  lower than α =
0,05 (0,000< 0,05),  so there are difference speaking ability between
experiment  and  control  class.  It  means  the  result  is:  There  is  a
significant difference in students’ speaking ability between the students
taught  using  oral  corrective feedback and those taught  without  oral
corrective  feedback.  The  students  taught  using  oral  corrective
feedbackhave higher scores (83,333)than those taught without  using
oral corrective feedback(74,167). The students who are taught using
oral corrective feedback have better  speaking ability  than those who
are taught without using oral corrective feedback.
The  effect  of  oral  corrective  feedback  on  students’ speaking
ability can explained from regarding the speaking pretest and posttest
in both controland the experimental groups. The results indicated that,
after providing oral corrective feedback for thestudents in experimental
group and performing the posttest,  the mean speaking scores of the
students  inexperimental  groups  increased  compared  to  the  mean
speaking scores of the students in the control group. It can be said that
oral corrective feedback influenced the students’ speaking ability. 
The  group  of  students  with teaching  speaking  using  oral
corrective  feedback  (experiment  class),  have  the  score  of  pre-test
(before  teaching  speaking)was  65,333.  After  the  teaching  speaking
with oral corrective feedback (post-test), the score of speaking ability
is about 83,333. So there are an increase of speaking ability about 18
point.  Based on the  result  canbe concludedthat  the  are  significance
effect  of  using corrective  feedback in teaching speaking for  second
semester education department students of IAIN Surakarta in academic
year 2018/2019 on their speaking ability.
B. Discussion
The  result  of  the  hypothesis  test  shows  that  there  is  a  significant
difference of effect on the student’s speaking ability between those who are
taught using oral corrective feedbackand those who are taught without using
oral corrective feedback. It can be proved from the t test result that t (5,772)
acceptance  for  level  significance  5%,  (p<0,05)  so  there  are  difference
speaking ability between experiment and control class.The speaking ability of
the students taught using oral corrective feedback(average 83,333) have higher
scores  than  those  taught  without  using  oral  corrective  feedback(average
74,167). It  canbe concludedthat thereissignificance effect of using corrective
feedback  in  teaching  speaking  for  second  semester  education  department
students  of  IAIN Surakarta  in  academic  year  2018/2019 on their  speaking
ability.
The effect of oral corrective feedback provision in the classroom on the
students’  speakingability,  it  is  directly  associated  withthe  oral  skills  of
listening and speaking. Since in the process of the oral error correction there is
a  speakerand  a  listener,  a  kind  of  interaction  occurs  in  the  classroom;
consequently, the more interactions betweenthe lecture and learner there are,
the more improvement in the learners’ speaking skill will occur.
The oral corrective feedback can help learners succeed in the process
oflearning. Oral corrective feedback is useful toexamine the success or failure
of  performance.  Feedback  may  vary  accordingto  the  types  of  error  and
linguistic aspects that a student encounters. It maybe in the form of repetition,
recast,  elicitation,  implicit  feedback,  and  explicitfeedback.  This  can  make
learners aware of the errors they have made andcan lead them to uptake and
repair.
In  relation  to  the  teaching  and  learning  of  speaking,  feedback  is
alsoconsideredto  be  an  important  issue.  It  is  believed  that  speaking  is  an
importantskill to support other language experiences. Speaking can be a means
ofexpressing ideas or feelings using language. Therefore, speaking is not only
uttering ideas in or mind, but also delivering and presenting new information
to other people (Hornby, 1994:398). When speaking, students are expected to
state  their  ideas  clearlyand  accurately.  In  order  that  students  understand
whether they have speak,accurately and effectively,they need feedback.
Relevant with stated by Mak (2008: 92) that feedbackis the main point to
the learning process, a right and effective feedback will be a powerfulway to
enhance  students’  ability  in  leaning  language,  in  other  words  effective
feedback canimprove students’ ability and motivation in learning English. A
lecture or a lecturer  as an educator in classroom takes crucial  role to  help
students  inimproving  their  speaking  proficiency  by  giving  suitable  and
appropriate feedback.
Based on the observation in the class, speaking errors by students are
respondedimmediately when student makes error meanwhile offline feedback
is the correctivefeedback that is given after the task. According to Li (2013:
77), corrective feedback refers to the responses from lecture to students’ errors
in producing second language. Correctivefeedback is also about timing. The
timing means, when lectures or peers give the feedback.
In  the  line  with  stated  by  Brookhart  (2008:  113),feedback  generally
patterned with timing (when), frequency (howmuch), mode (how to give it)
and audience (who).
1. Timing, choosing a perfect timing will determine the effectiveness of the
recast.As  it  said  in  advance,  timing  is  divided  into  two;  immediate  or
direct and delay. Immediate feedback was just noted in a single category
since itsqualification is only recasting in time after students made mistake.
However,  itwas  depended  to  the  sort  of  material  given.  Whether  short
sentence,  nor  longmonolog  such  as  storytelling  and  dialog.Meanwhile,
delay  recast  was  divided  into  three  criterions;  delay  bychanging  word
order,  delay  by  many  mistakes  and  delay  for  avoidinginterruption  of
student’s answer flow.By attending at class, the researchercould see that
there were two of hisstudents whom corrected with two different ways.
The first one was treated byimmediate feedback, and the other one was
delayed by his many mistakes.Temporarily, based on the observation with,
the researcher watched that he didmany immediate recasts as much as five
times from nine times of correction tothe various students, two times to the
same student and the rest are by delayrecast. In addition, the types of delay
recast  itself  were  sort  of  waiting  to  thestudents’  turn  to  finish  their
conversation to avoid disturbing of the answerflow.
2. Frequency,  every  lecture/lecture  has  a  tendency  to  correct  every
mistakeand error made by students. In this case, managing the frequency
of feedbackwill determine the successful of teaching learning.In previous
interview,  both  lectures  agreed  that  over  correcting  would  leadto
disturbance  of  the  student’s  concentration,  lower  the  motivation
andparticipation for the next time learning. On and on, both did not set the
exact amount of how many times per students to be recasted. But they hold
the samestrategy to narrow the recast by focus to what is being learnt and
avoid what isnot given yet as the recast target. There are three items for
frequency  observation;correcting  the  same  student,  correcting  every
mistake and errror andcorrecting the small part of the topic (focus).Still
with the same students on class, he seemed to clearly distinguishbetween
them.  For  instance,  the  researcher  saw  that  he  recasted  almost  every
mistake anderror that the first student did, but that was not happened to the
secondstudent. Conversely, the correction still related with the topic of the
day.In the class, marked that he did not correct all the mistake made by
hisstudents. However, he just focused on the small topic that being taught
andthere  were  at  least  three  mistakes  that  he  did  not  correct.  Further
investigation,he gave correction to the same students twice that confirmed
to be extroverttype of student and the more cleaver one in the classroom.
3. Audience,  audience  focus  on  three  lists  on  the  observation  form;
Collective,individual, correcting the same student. Lecture base oriented
his recast purpose on collectivecorrection. Still, the researcher saw lecture
approaching one of his student’s desks to do aprivate recast. In this matter
also dominated his class with collectiverecast than individual recast. He
recasted collectively as much as seven times and two other are individual
recast. The lecture did it as there were students in theclass to save the time,
so  they can  move to  the  next  topic  without  disturbingthe  target  of  the
lesson.
4. Mode, the main activity of the recast is centered to the mode or the way of
how itis delivered. It cope many items like giving code on no uptake from
thestudents, using the different types of recast which covered in four forms
andthey can be used for different types of learner based on their uptake to
therecast.In the application of recast mode, the lecture successfully caught
by my eyes didthree of the items on my observation form; giving a code
by  stressing  the  partof  incorrect  word,  using  third  type  of  recast  and
questioning  after  reformulatedthe  true  sentence  or  using  type  four  of
recast.The  researcher  discovered  that  lecture  reformulated  the  answer
many times with fallingintonation which the researcher identified it as type
one. Besides that, he highlighted themistaken word on the sentence. 
Use of corrective feedback on English speaking, the student will be brave
to active on every teaching learning activity especially on speaking. But, there
are a negative impact on student’s learning, where the students will less on
thinking and becomepassive by waiting the feedback by the lecture. Lecture,
where in this study were native speaker, she must prepare bravely her material
because she will have a different atmosphere at class, where her student have a
different language.
Corrective feedback has a positive effect on improving speaking English
accuracy. There are two types of corrective feedback that is better to used in
teaching speaking,  clarification  request  is  a  better  one  because  the  lecture
gives correction directly when the students makes their mistake on speaking.
Corrective  feedback  does  make  great  effect  on  oral  accuracy,  but  the
effectiveness for different level of learner is different. For medium and low
group learners, the effectiveness is better, because there is enough space for
them to be improved. For high group learners, their oral accuracy is better,
what  they  need  to  do  is  improve  their  oral  fluency  and  complexity.  The
implication  of  using  corrective  feedback  on  English  speaking  is  that,  the
student will be brave to active on every teaching learning activity especially
on speaking. But, there are a negative impact on student’s learning, where the
students will less on thinking and become passive by waiting the feedback by
the lecture. Lecture, where in this study were native speaker, she must prepare
bravely her material  because she will  have a different atmosphere at  class,
where her student have a different language (Anggoro, 2013).
There are some opinions, that claims about the corrective feedback, for
example, Harmer in Ellis (2009: 4-5), for example, argued that when students
are engaged in communicative activity, the lecture should not intervene by
“telling  students  that  they are  making mistakes,  insisting  on  accuracy and
asking  for  repetition”.  while  others  are  convinced  that  the  feedback  that
lectures give is highly beneficial for students (Lyster and Ranta, 1997). The
lecturers’ oral corrective feedback was very helpful inimproving the speaking
ability of the students.
Result  of  this  study  shows  that  thereissignificance  effect  of  using
corrective  feedback  in  teaching  speaking  for  second  semester  education
department students of IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019 on their
speaking ability. Consisten with previous study by Asnawi, Teuku Zulfikar and
Inas  Astila  (2016)  that  showed  the  students  perceived  the  lecturers’  oral
corrective feedback as an important part of language learning. The lecturers’
oral corrective feedback was very helpful in improving the speaking ability of
the students.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the data analysis, so the researcher can come to the conclusion
as follows: 
The data of pre-test in  experiment  class (thaught with oral correcting
feedback)  showed  that  the  score  is  50  up  to  75.  The  mean  is  65,333 the
standard deviation is 6,687, the mode and the median is 65.  The data of pre-
test in controlclass (without  oral correcting feedback) showed that the score is
55 up to 80. The mean is 66,667, the standard deviation is 5,921, the mode and
the median is 65. The data of post-test in experiment class (thaught  with oral
correcting feedback) showed that the score is 70 up to 95. The mean is 83,333,
the standard deviation is  7,112, the mode and the median is 85. Increased of
speaking ability about 18 point.The data of post-test  in controlclass (without
oral correcting feedback) showed that the score is 65 up to 90. The mean is
74,167, the  standard  deviation  is  6,444,  the  mode  and the  median  is  75.
Increased of speaking ability about 7,5 point.
Results of the normality test showed thatall  the data  was in normal
distribution withsignificanly (α)= 5%.  Result of  the  homogenity test showed
that  the  data  in  this  study  have  homogeneity  sample  distributionswith
significanly (α)= 5%. The students who thaught by oral corrective feedback in
the speaking class have  the score  of pre-test (before teaching speaking)  was
65,333. After the teaching speaking with oral corrective feedback (post-test),
the score of speaking ability is about 83,333.It canbe concludedthat the  are
significance  effect  of  using  corrective  feedback  in  teaching  speaking  for
second semester education department students of IAIN Surakarta in academic
year 2018/2019 on their speaking ability.
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The results indicated that, after providing oral corrective feedback for
the  students  in  experimental  group and performing the  posttest,  the  mean
speaking scores of the students in experimental groups increased compared to
the mean speaking scores of the students in the control group. It can be said
that oral corrective feedback influenced the students’ speaking ability. Oral
correctivefeedback is a response when students make errorsutterance in order
to fix the errors made by students. Oral correctivefeedback was an important
part of language learning,especially for speaking classes. The lecturers’ oral
corrective  feedback  was  very  beneficial  andhelpful  in  improving  their
speaking skills. The lecturers’ feedback is a way to correctstudents’ errors and
as a result the students will avoid making the sameerror in future meetings.
The students were upset when they did not know what errors thattheir
speaking lecturer was correcting.  The students needed to understand which
error their lecturerwas trying to correct. Therefore, the lecturer should give
the feedbackin an understandable way. In other  words,  the oral  corrective
feedbackshould  be  given explicitly so the  students  will  easily  know what
theirerror was and will be able to make the necessary corrections.
There is a significant difference of effect on the student’s speaking
ability between those who are taught using oral corrective feedback and those
who are taught without using oral corrective feedback. It can be proved from
the  t  test  result  that  t  (5.232)  acceptance  for  level  significance  5%.  The
speaking ability of the students taught usingoral corrective feedback (average
83,333) have higher scores than those taught  without  using  oral corrective
feedback(average  74,167).  Sothereissignificance  effect  of  using oral
corrective  feedback  in  teaching  speaking  for  second  semester  education
department students of IAIN Surakarta in academic year 2018/2019 on their
speaking ability.
The  results  showed  that  the  students  perceived  thelecturers’  oral
corrective feedback as an important part of languagelearning. The lecturers‟
oral corrective feedback was very helpful inimproving the speaking ability of
the students.The oral corrective feedback can help learners succeed in the
process of learning. Oral corrective feedback is useful to examine the success
or failure of performance. Feedback may vary according to the types of error
and linguistic  aspects  that  a  student  encounters.  It  may be in  the form of
repetition, recast,  elicitation,  implicit  feedback, and explicit  feedback. This
can make learners aware of the errors they have made and can lead them to
uptake and repair.Oral corrective feedback will  give information about the
correctness  of  a  learner  utterance,  whereas  correction  would  suggest  that
students actually learn and improve their knowledge of the language with the
help  of  the  correction.Oral  corrective  feedback  has  a  positive  effect  on
improving  speaking  English  accuracy.  There  are  two  types  of  corrective
feedback that is better to used in teaching speaking, clarification request is a
better  one  because  the  lecture  gives  correction  directly when the  students
makes their mistake on speaking. Using oral corrective feedback on English
speaking,  the  student  will  be  brave  to  active  on  every  teaching  learning
activity especially on speaking. The lecture gives correction directly when the
students makes their error on speaking.
B. Suggestion
Based  on  the  result,  the  researcher  would  like  to  present  some
suggestions as follows: 
1. Suggestion for an English lecture
a. The lecture can use oral corrective feedbackin teaching speaking
because it can improve the students’ motivation and consequently the
ability is also improving. 
b. The lecturer should provide oral correctivefeedback whenever he
or she finds the students commit errors. This isintended to enable the
students  to  become aware  of  their  errors  and toavoid  repeating  the
same errors
c. Corrective feedbackis suitable to be applied by the lecture in the
classroom activity to help the students in speaking ability. It would be
better if the lecturercorrected after class activity finished because not
all  students  accepted  ifthey were  corrected  while  they speak,  some
students might feel nervous.Not all students have same speaking abilty
so it would be better afterclass activity finished.
d. The lecture must be creative in developing their teaching strategy
particularly using oral corrective feedbackto find out interesting and
motivating teaching strategies to assist students in learning process.
e. It was suggested for lectures/teachers to consider many things in
giving oral  corrective feedback to the students  such asthe time,  the
lesson  objectives,  the  type  of  error  the  student  commits,  the
characteristics and the learning styles ofthe students in order to provide
effective feedback. It is also necessary to provide feedback in a good
manner.
2. Suggestion for students
a. The students must be active in the teaching and learning process to
improce their speaking ability
b. The students needs to enrich their vocabularies and their knowledge in
speaking English.
c. The  students  should  understand  that  by  providing  oralcorrective
feedback the lecturers want their students to have betterspeaking skills.
Moreover, the lecturers  want  to provide them with acorrect  way of
using the target language. Therefore, the students shouldnot think that
oral  corrective  feedback  is  the  lecturers  way  to  destroythe  self-‟
confidence of the students in speaking.
3. Suggestion for further research
a. Further research should be conducted more research to find concrete
evidence  the  connection  between  corrective  feedback  and  teaching
speaking.
b. Futureresearchers  might  want  to  investigate  the effects  of  lecturers’
oralcorrective  feedback  towards  students’ anxiety. The  research  can
also beparticularly addressed for high and low anxiety learners to find
out  theirpreferences  for  types  of  oral  corrective  feedback  by  their
lecturers.Another possible field of research can be done by observing
the typesof oral corrective feedback that the lecturers are providing the
most andenquire about the students’ perception towards them.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
List of The Students’ Sample
Experiment Class
No Name Class
1 AFFAN KHOIRUL A PBI D
2 DAVID PRASETYO PBI D
3 DIMAS ADHI PARDA P PBI D
4 DIO SAPUTRO PBI D
5 DONI SANTOSA PBI D
6 DUWI RAHMAT S PBI D
7 FADLAN PUTRA P PBI D
8 FARIS AKBAR SYAFRUDIN PBI D
9 ILYANA ISYA’K PBI D
10 INAYAH ROHMITA PBI D
11 KUSUMA EKA KUSUMANINGRUM PBI D
12 MEGA DWI INDRI S PBI D
13 MELISA YUNIKA SARI PBI D
14 MITA NUR FATIMAH PBI D
15 MUHAMMAD RISYAD ELWIN PBI D
16 NABILA IKA NUR H PBI D
17 NADIA NUR S PBI D
18 NIFA YULIANA PBI D
19 NILA  SARI K PBI D
20 NUR INDAH KUSUMA W PBI D
21 NURLIAN APRELITA PBI D
22 RENGGA RAMADHANI DONI S PBI D
23 RIDWAN HANAFI PBI D
24 RISKI KASTOMO PBI D
25 RISKY PUTRI A PBI D
26 ROHMAD FIHAJI PBI D
27 ROSA DION NUR G PBI D
28 SELA WIDYAWATI PBI D
29 SHANDY AJI KURNIA H PBI D
30 SITI AMELIA PBI D
Control Class
No Name Class
1 ARSY ADJIE PUTRO P PBI C
2 BAYU EKA PUTRA T PBI C
3 DELLA SYLFIA A PBI C
4 DELLA YULIANA P PBI C
5 DOTTY FADILLAH EKY Y PBI C
6 FEBRI RIANTY EKA W PBI C
7 HAYU PRATITA RAHMA K PBI C
8 HEPI AYUNITA M PBI C
9 INDRI WIDYATI PBI C
10 ISTIANA PUTRI PBI C
11 JASMINE ALFIDHMA NURUL UTAMI PBI C
12 JASMINE ALFIDHSYA NURUL UTAMI PBI C
13 KHOIRUN NISA PBI C
14 LINDA SAFITRI PBI C
15 LINDA WULANSARI PBI C
16 MONICA BELLA CITRA PBI C
17 MUHAMMAD HENDRA G PBI C
18 MUS HALIMA NIA B PBI C
19 NABELA BUNGA K PBI C
20 NINDA ARSITA D PBI C
21 NUR BINTI SHOLEHAH PBI C
22 OKTA ELLIGI SETIAWAN PBI C
23 PRANSISKA DIYAH P PBI C
24 RAHARDIAN MIFTAH F PBI C
25 RAMADAN AWAN BENING PBI C
26 RAYHAN CANDRA H PBI C
27 REFALINA ALFAH M PBI C
28 ROESITA KUSUMAWATI AYU W PBI C
29 SABRINA ELVIANITA W PBI C
30 SALAFIA KHOIRIYAH PBI C
Appendix 2
The Score Speaking Ability in Pre-Test
The Score Speaking Ability of Pre-test in Experiment Class
 Indicator   
No Task Compre Fluency Pronoun Vocab Total Score
1 3 2 2 1 3 11 55
2 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
3 2 2 3 3 4 14 70
4 2 1 4 3 3 13 65
5 3 3 2 3 2 13 65
6 3 2 3 2 2 12 60
7 3 2 3 2 3 13 65
8 2 3 2 3 2 12 60
9 2 2 2 3 3 12 60
10 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
11 3 1 3 3 3 13 65
12 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
13 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
14 3 4 3 3 2 15 75
15 2 3 2 1 2 10 50
16 2 2 2 2 3 11 55
17 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
18 2 2 3 4 4 15 75
19 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
20 2 2 3 2 2 11 55
21 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
22 2 4 2 3 3 14 70
23 2 3 2 2 4 13 65
24 3 4 2 3 3 15 75
25 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
26 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
27 2 2 3 4 3 14 70
28 3 2 3 3 3 14 70
29 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
The Score Speaking Ability of Pre-test in Control Class
 Indicator   
No Task Compre Fluency Pronoun Vocab Total Score
1 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
2 2 3 3 3 2 13 65
3 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
4 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
5 3 2 2 3 4 14 70
6 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
7 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
8 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
9 2 3 2 3 4 14 70
10 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
11 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
12 3 3 3 2 2 13 65
13 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
14 2 2 2 3 3 12 60
15 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
16 3 3 3 2 2 13 65
17 3 2 2 3 2 12 60
18 2 3 3 2 3 13 65
19 3 2 3 3 2 13 65
20 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
21 3 3 1 3 3 13 65
22 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
23 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
24 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
25 2 3 2 3 3 13 65
26 3 2 2 3 4 14 70
27 2 2 3 2 2 11 55
28 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
29 3 3 2 2 2 12 60
30 3 2 3 2 4 14 70
Appendix 3
The Score Speaking Ability in Post-Test
The Score Speaking Ability of Post-test in Experiment Class
 Indicator   
No Task Compre Fluency Pronoun Vocab Total Score
1 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
2 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
3 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
4 3 4 3 2 4 16 80
5 4 3 3 4 3 17 85
6 4 4 3 4 3 18 90
7 4 4 4 3 3 18 90
8 3 3 3 4 3 16 80
9 3 3 4 4 3 17 85
10 3 4 3 3 3 16 80
11 3 3 3 4 4 17 85
12 4 3 3 4 3 17 85
13 2 4 3 2 4 15 75
14 4 3 4 4 3 18 90
15 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
16 4 3 4 3 4 18 90
17 4 3 3 2 2 14 70
18 3 3 4 4 3 17 85
19 3 4 3 4 3 17 85
20 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
21 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
22 3 4 3 3 4 17 85
23 4 4 3 2 3 16 80
24 4 3 4 3 4 18 90
25 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
26 3 4 3 4 3 17 85
27 2 4 3 2 3 14 70
28 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
29 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 3 4 4 4 3 18 90
The Score Speaking Ability of Post-test in Control Class
 Indicator   
No Task Compre Fluency Pronoun Vocab Total Score
1 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
2 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
3 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
4 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
5 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
6 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
7 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
8 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
9 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
10 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
11 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
12 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
13 3 4 3 3 3 16 80
14 3 4 3 2 4 16 80
15 4 3 3 2 4 16 80
16 3 3 3 4 4 17 85
17 4 4 4 3 3 18 90
18 2 3 2 3 3 13 65
19 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
20 3 4 2 2 4 15 75
21 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
22 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
23 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
24 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
25 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
26 3 2 3 3 3 14 70
27 3 3 2 2 4 14 70
28 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
29 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
Appendix 4
Data Result of Students' Speaking Ability
 Pre-Test Post-Test
No Experiment Control Experiment Control
1 55 60 75 80
2 65 65 80 65
3 70 75 95 75
4 65 75 80 80
5 65 70 85 75
6 60 70 90 80
7 65 75 90 75
8 60 65 80 70
9 60 70 85 65
10 65 70 80 70
11 65 75 85 75
12 60 65 85 75
13 65 70 75 80
14 75 60 90 80
15 50 60 95 80
16 55 65 90 85
17 75 60 70 90
18 75 65 85 65
19 70 65 85 65
20 55 80 75 75
21 65 65 95 75
22 70 70 85 65
23 65 60 80 65
24 75 65 90 70
25 60 65 75 75
26 70 70 85 70
27 70 55 70 70
28 70 60 80 80
29 75 60 75 75
30 65 70 90 75
Appendix 5
Data Description
Data Description Students’ Speaking Ability of Pre-test in 
Experiment Class
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid Missing Total
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Pre-test Experiment 30 100.0% 0 .0% 30 100.0%
Descriptives
Statistic Std. Error
Pre-test Experiment Mean 65.3333 1.22083
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean
Lower Bound 62.8365
Upper Bound 67.8302
5% Trimmed Mean 65.5556
Median 65.0000
Variance 44.713
Std. Deviation 6.68675
Minimum 50.00
Maximum 75.00
Range 25.00
Interquartile Range 10.00
Skewness -.315 .427
Kurtosis -.366 .833
Data Description Students’ Speaking Ability of Pre-test in Control 
Class
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid Missing Total
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Pre-test Control 30 100.0% 0 .0% 30 100.0%
Descriptives
Statistic Std. Error
Pre-test Control Mean 66.6667 1.08101
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean
Lower Bound 64.4558
Upper Bound 68.8776
5% Trimmed Mean 66.5741
Median 65.0000
Variance 35.057
Std. Deviation 5.92093
Minimum 55.00
Maximum 80.00
Range 25.00
Interquartile Range 10.00
Skewness .227 .427
Kurtosis -.428 .833

Data Description Students’ Speaking Ability of Post-test in 
Experiment Class
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid Missing Total
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Post-test Experiment 30 100.0% 0 .0% 30 100.0%
Descriptives
Statistic Std. Error
Post-test Experiment Mean 83.3333 1.29839
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean
Lower Bound 80.6778
Upper Bound 85.9888
5% Trimmed Mean 83.4259
Median 85.0000
Variance 50.575
Std. Deviation 7.11159
Minimum 70.00
Maximum 95.00
Range 25.00
Interquartile Range 11.25
Skewness -.131 .427
Kurtosis -.758 .833

Data Description Students’ Speaking Ability of Post-test in Control 
Class
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid Missing Total
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Post-test Control 30 100.0% 0 .0% 30 100.0%
Descriptives
Statistic Std. Error
Post-test Control Mean 74.1667 1.17648
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean
Lower Bound 71.7605
Upper Bound 76.5728
5% Trimmed Mean 73.8889
Median 75.0000
Variance 41.523
Std. Deviation 6.44383
Minimum 65.00
Maximum 90.00
Range 25.00
Interquartile Range 10.00
Skewness .228 .427
Kurtosis -.173 .833

Appendix 6
Test of Normality
NPar Tests
Descriptive Statistics
N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum
Pre-test Experiment 30 65.3333 6.68675 50.00 75.00
Pre-test Control 30 66.6667 5.92093 55.00 80.00
Post-test Experiment 30 83.3333 7.11159 70.00 95.00
Post-test Control 30 74.1667 6.44383 65.00 90.00
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Pre-test
Experiment Pre-test Control
N 30 30
Normal Parametersa,,b Mean 65.3333 66.6667
Std. Deviation 6.68675 5.92093
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .180 .177
Positive .153 .177
Negative -.180 -.147
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .987 .972
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .285 .301
a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Post-test
Experiment Post-test Control
N 30 30
Normal Parametersa,,b Mean 83.3333 74.1667
Std. Deviation 7.11159 6.44383
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .159 .185
Positive .114 .149
Negative -.159 -.185
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .873 1.012
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .432 .257
a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.
Appendix 7
Test of Homogenity
Oneway
Descriptives
Pre-test
N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Minimum Maximum
Experiment 30 65.3333 6.68675 1.22083 50.00 75.00
Control 30 66.6667 5.92093 1.08101 55.00 80.00
Total 60 66.0000 6.29770 .81303 50.00 80.00
Test of Homogeneity of Variances
Pre-test
Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig.
.042 1 58 .837
ANOVA
Pre-test
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Between Groups 26.667 1 26.667 .669 .417
Within Groups 2313.333 58 39.885
Total 2340.000 59
Appendix 8
Independent Sample T- Test (Hypothesis Test)
T-Test
Group Statistics
Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
Post-test Experiment 30 83.3333 7.11159 1.29839
Control 30 74.1667 6.44383 1.17648
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for Equality of
Variances t-test for Equality of Means
F Sig. t df
Post-test Equal variances assumed .700 .406 5.232 58
Equal variances not assumed 5.232 57.445
Independent Samples Test
t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference
Std. Error
Difference
Post-test Equal variances assumed .000 9.16667 1.75212
Equal variances not assumed .000 9.16667 1.75212
FIELD NOTE
Field Note 1 
The  speaking  ability  of  the  students  for  the  group  are  taught  by  oral
corrective feedback (pre-test in experiment class)
Date : 22th February 2018   Time : 08.30 A.M- 10.00 A.M
Place : IAIN Surakarta   Class : PBI D
Lecture entered the class at  08.30 a.m. The atmosphere of the class was
noisy because the first subject for this day is sport and the students had just swum.
As soon as the students were quiet and silent because the lecture said that the
researcher as though astranger for them would substitute her to be lecture to teach
English attemporary. The students accepted well, and the researcher introduced
herself to them.
Lecture starts the class by greeted the students.
Lecture : Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb
Students : Walaikum salam Wr.Wb
Lecture : how are you today?
Students : I am fine Sir, and you?
Lecture : I am fine too, thank you. Ok in this nice occation the firstmeeting I want
to teach you about Asking, giving,  and rejecting for helping expression in my
speaking class, do you agree?
Students : yes Sir.
Lecture checked her students’ attendance.
Lecture : Ok before start our study I will call you one by one, (the lecture call one
by one students). Ok lets open our meeting by reciting Basmallah together.
Students : Bismillahirrohmanirrohim
Lecture : ok this day we will study about asking, giving, and rejecting for helping
expression, I hope all of you to be active in this classroom.
Lecture  gave  question  to  the  students  about  unforgettable  experience,
holiday and recount text.
Lecture : ok I want to you to tell me about your self and about yourbest friend in
this  campus,  and may be about  interesting something in  this  campus.  Ok any
students to be volunteer?
Students : I Mrs. (one of the students raises his hand). My name is Fahmi and I
come  from  Klaten,  my  best  friend  in  this  campus  is  Eko,  and  interesting
something in this campus is the campus is very cool and makes me comfort to
studying here.
Lecture : ok good job! He was brave to try telling about him self and his best
friend, giving applause to Fahmi, and ok next students to try? May be someone in
the corner, what is your name?
Student : my name is Siti, and I come from Wonogiri, and my bestfriend in this
campus  is  Nuraini,  something  interesting  in  this  campus  is  many  friends  are
friendly.
Lecture : Ok, may be the girls, who want to try?
Students : I am mrs. My name is Fitriyani, I come from Solo, and my best friend
in this campus is Murti but today he was sick and he was absent Sir, interesting
something in this campus is the campus is suitable to study, because near from my
house and the whether is cool, thank you.
Lecture :  Ok fantastic,  give applause…thank you, and who want to try again?
Nothing….? Ok if nothing students to try I will give you example dialogue about
asking, helping, and rejecting for help expression. I want to read and all of you
must listen carefully. (The lecture read some dialogue about asking, giving, and
rejecting for help expression, and the students listen)
Students : yes Sir.
Lecture : Ok after I read, do you understand?
Students : yes, but a little, can you repeat again and give me explanation Sir
Lecture : ok class, I want to explain about asking, giving, and rejecting for helping
expression. (The lecture explain to her students about it, and the students listen)
Lecture closed the meeting by reciting Hamdallah and Salam. The lesson
ended at 10.00 a.m. After the teaching speaking in the class, the researcher made
the pre-test for speaking ability by the result:
Indicator of Speaking Ability   
No Name Task
Completion
Compre-
hensibility Fluency
Pronun-
ciation
Vocabu-
lary
Total
Score
Speaking
Ability
1 AFA 3 2 2 1 3 11 55
2 DAP 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
3 DIM 2 2 3 3 4 14 70
4 DIO 2 1 4 3 3 13 65
5 DON 3 3 2 3 2 13 65
6 DUW 3 2 3 2 2 12 60
7 FAD 3 2 3 2 3 13 65
8 FAR 2 3 2 3 2 12 60
9 ILY 2 2 2 3 3 12 60
10 INA 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
11 KUS 3 1 3 3 3 13 65
12 MEG 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
13 MEL 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
14 MIT 3 4 3 3 2 15 75
15 MUH 2 3 2 1 2 10 50
16 NAB 2 2 2 2 3 11 55
17 NAD 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
18 NIF 2 2 3 4 4 15 75
19 NIL 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
20 NUR 2 2 3 2 2 11 55
21 NUL 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
22 REN 2 4 2 3 3 14 70
23 RID 2 3 2 2 4 13 65
24 RIS 3 4 2 3 3 15 75
25 RIK 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
26 ROH 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
27 ROS 2 2 3 4 3 14 70
28 SEL 3 2 3 3 3 14 70
29 SHA 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 SIT 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
Field Note 2
The speaking ability of the students for the group are taught by without oral
corrective feedback (pre-test in control class)
Date :  7th March 2018 Time : 07.40 a.m- 09.00 a.m
Place : IAIN Surakarta Class : PBI C
Lecture entered the class at 07.40 a.m. The lecture said that the researcher as
though a stranger for them would substitute her to be lecture to teach English
attemporary. The students accepted well, and the researcher introduced herself to
them. Lecture starts the class by greeted the students.
Lecture : Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb
Students : Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb
Lecture : how are you today?
Students : I am fine Sir, and you?
Lecture : I am fine too, thank you. Ok in this nice occation the first meeting I want
to teach you about Asking, giving,  and rejecting for helping expression in my
speaking class, do you agree?
Students : yes Sir.
Lecture checked her students’ attendance.
Lecture : Ok before start our study I will call you one by one, (the lecture call one
by one students). Ok lets open our meeting by reciting Basmallah together.
Students : Bismillahirrohmanirrohim
Lecture : ok this day we will study about asking, giving, and rejecting for helping
expression, I hope all of you to be active in this classroom.
Lecture  gave  question  to  the  students  about  unforgettable  experience,
holiday and recount text.
Lecture : ok I want to you to tell me about your self and about your best friend in
this  campus,  and may be about  interesting something in  this  campus.  Ok any
students to be volunteer?
Students : My name is Fauzi and I come from Boyolali, my best friend in this
campus is Rian, and interesting something in this campus is the campus is very
cool and makes me comfort to studying here.
Lecture : ok good job! He was brave to try telling about him self and his best
friend, giving applause to Fauzi, and ok next students to try? May be someone in
the corner, what is your name?
Lecture : Ok, may be the girls, who want to try?
Students : My name is Astuti, I come from Colomadu, and my best friend in this
campus is Neni, interesting something in this campus is the campus is suitable to
study, because near from my house, thank you.
Lecture : Ok, give applause…thank you, and who want to try again? Nothing….?
Ok if  nothing students  to  try I  will  give  you  example  dialogue about  asking,
helping, and rejecting for help expression. I want to read and all of you must listen
carefully. 
(The  lecture  read  some  dialogue  about  asking,  giving,  and  rejecting  for  help
expression, and the students listen)
Students : yes Sir.
Lecture : Ok after I read, do you understand?
Students : yes, but a little, can you repeat again and give me explanation Sir
Lecture : ok class, I want to explain about asking, giving, and rejecting for helping
expression. (The lecture explain to her students about it, and the students listen) 
The lesson ended at 09.00 a.m. After the teaching speaking in the class, the
researcher made the pre-test for speaking ability by the result:
 Indicator of Speaking Ability   
No Name Task
Completion
Compre-
hensibility Fluency
Pronun-
ciation
Vocabu-
lary
Total
Score
Speaking
Ability
1 ARS 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
2 BAY 2 3 3 3 2 13 65
3 DEL 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
4 DEA 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
5 DOT 3 2 2 3 4 14 70
6 FEB 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
7 HAY 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
8 HEP 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
9 IND 2 3 2 3 4 14 70
10 IST 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
11 JAS 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
12 JAM 3 3 3 2 2 13 65
13 KHO 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
14 LIN 2 2 2 3 3 12 60
15 LID 2 3 2 2 3 12 60
16 MON 3 3 3 2 2 13 65
17 MUH 3 2 2 3 2 12 60
18 MUS 2 3 3 2 3 13 65
19 NAB 3 2 3 3 2 13 65
20 NIN 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
21 NUR 3 3 1 3 3 13 65
22 OKT 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
23 PRA 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
24 RAH 2 2 3 3 3 13 65
25 RAM 2 3 2 3 3 13 65
26 RAY 3 2 2 3 4 14 70
27 REF 2 2 3 2 2 11 55
28 ROE 3 2 2 2 3 12 60
29 SAB 3 3 2 2 2 12 60
30 SAL 3 2 3 2 4 14 70
Field Note 3
The  speaking  ability  of  the  students  for  the  group  are  taught  by  oral
corrective feedback (post-test in experiment class)
Date : 8th March 2018 Time : 08.30 a.m- 10.00 a.m
Place : IAIN Surakarta Class : PBI D
Lecture entered the class at 08.30 a.m. The situation in the classroom is very
interesting and communicative.
Lecture : Assalamu alaikum Wr.Wb. good morning students…‟
Students : Wa alaikum salam Wr.Wb. good morning Sir…‟
Lecture : this day we will study about asking, giving, and rejecting opinion, in the
main activity of this day we want to do active debate, but before debate begin, I
will  give you pretest  by ask to you to give opinion and argument about some
famous people in the world. If I indicate you, you must try to give opinion with
the expression, do you understand?
Students : yes Sir
The lecture gives materials, the students here and gives attention.
Lecture :  to  applied material  today I  want  to  divide in  this  classroom by two
groups, group one is pro and group two is contra. Every group there is three or
four speaker and others students help the speaker to encourage their argument. In
this class all of students must speak up English, error it’s ok, you must speak in
English. Do you understand? Ok your sitting setting its compatible to start our
discussion, any students to change your group?
Students : no Sir.
Lecture : ok, we can start now, from group one please give your speech
Mia: good morning ladies and gentleman. Thanks to the audience….
Lecture: you can use “I’m grateful to…”, “beyond my expectation”, thank you for
the honor” Beside the words we use before On the prologue,  the student  said
“good morning ladies and gentleman thanks to the audience….” Then the lecture
gave the advice without blaming what they have been said. The lecture gave a
direction  by  telling  that  “you  can  use  “I’m  grateful  to…”,  “beyond  my
expectation, thank you for the honor” 
Mia: IAIN of the biggest campus in Surakarta
Lecture: IAIN is one of the biggest campus in Surakarta
Mia: IAIN to create the student who have a good students
Lecture: IAIN was created some good students
Mia: The misi and visi of IAIN is created a good attitude
Lecture: The Mission and vision of IAIN is created a good attitude. Ok, thankyou.
Another group please....
Santi (group two): My best friend is Nurli. She is born in 1975.
Lecture: Not is born, but she was born.
Santi: She go to campus regularly.
Lecture: It’s not “she go” but “she goes”.
Santi: She used matches to lit the fire.
Lecture: We don’t say to lit, but to light.
Santi: To light the fire
Santi: He saved their life.
Lecture: He saved their lives.
Santi: She wanted to know if I was with friends.
Lecture: What do we use instead of Past Simple here?
Santi: Past Perfect.
Lecture: What is the correct answer then?
Santi:…
Lecture: She wanted to know if I had been with friends.
Lecture: Ok, thankyou. 
Next group come here please.....
Then Nuraini walk to in front of the class.
Lecture: How often do you brush your teeth?
Nuraini: Two.
Lecture: Excuse me? (Clarification request)
Nuraini: Two.
Lecture: Two what? (Clarification request)
Nuraini: Two for a day.
Lecture: Two times a day.
Nuraini: Yes Sir
Lecture: now, change it into past perfect:“Once there was a lion in forest”
Nuraini: Once there had a lion in forest
Lecture: No, you need to use “been”.
Nuraini: Once there had been a lion in forest.
Lecture: Ok, thankyou. Next group come here please.....
Then Wawan walk to in front of the class.
Wawan: My name father is Rubiyanto
Lecture : My fathers name ...
Wawan: My fathers name is Rubiyanto,  my mothers name is Yanti and....  (the
student just rilex and he responsed very well)
Wawan: Hy friends, I born... 
Lecture: I was born... 
Wawan:  I  was  born  on  two July nineteen  ninety seven,  my hobby is  playing
football, I wanna be a teacher.
Wawan: my father and my mother was very good... 
Lecture: you should say very kind, not good.. 
Wawan: my father and my mother was very kind for me.
Lecture: ok applause to us, I am proud all of you. The time is up and I must close
this meeting of the day, thanks for your coming and thanks for your attention to be
active participant. I hope that you are usually using the all expression that I teach
in  daily  life.  We  close  our  meeting  today  by  reciting  Hamdalah  together.
Wassalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb.
Students : Alhamdulillahirobbil’alamin, Walaikum salam Wr.Wb
The lesson ended at 10.00 a.m. After the teaching speaking in the class, the
researcher made the pre-test for speaking ability by the result:
 Indicator of Speaking Ability   
No Name Task
Completion
Compre-
hensibility Fluency
Pronun-
ciation
Vocabu-
lary
Total
Score
Speaking
Ability
1 AFA 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
2 DAP 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
3 DIM 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
4 DIO 3 4 3 2 4 16 80
5 DON 4 3 3 4 3 17 85
6 DUW 4 4 3 4 3 18 90
7 FAD 4 4 4 3 3 18 90
8 FAR 3 3 3 4 3 16 80
9 ILY 3 3 4 4 3 17 85
10 INA 3 4 3 3 3 16 80
11 KUS 3 3 3 4 4 17 85
12 MEG 4 3 3 4 3 17 85
13 MEL 2 4 3 2 4 15 75
14 MIT 4 3 4 4 3 18 90
15 MUH 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
16 NAB 4 3 4 3 4 18 90
17 NAD 4 3 3 2 2 14 70
18 NIF 3 3 4 4 3 17 85
19 NIL 3 4 3 4 3 17 85
20 NUR 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
21 NUL 4 3 4 4 4 19 95
22 REN 3 4 3 3 4 17 85
23 RID 4 4 3 2 3 16 80
24 RIS 4 3 4 3 4 18 90
25 RIK 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
26 ROH 3 4 3 4 3 17 85
27 ROS 2 4 3 2 3 14 70
28 SEL 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
29 SHA 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 SIT 3 4 4 4 3 18 90
Field Note 4
The speaking ability of the students for the group are taught by without oral
corrective feedback (post-test in control class)
Date :  14th March 2018 Time : 07.40 a.m- 09.00 a.m
Place : IAIN Surakarta Class : PBI C
Lecture entered the class at 07.40 a.m. The lecture said that the researcher as
though a stranger for them would substitute her to be lecture to teach English
attemporary. The students accepted well, and the researcher introduced herself to
them. Lecture starts the class by greeted the students.
Lecture : Assalamu alaikum Wr.Wb‟
Students : Wa alaikum salam Wr.Wb‟
Lecture : how are you today ?
Students : I am fine Sir, and you?
Lecture : I am fine too, thank you. Ok in this nice occation the first meeting I want
to teach you about Asking, giving,  and rejecting for helping expression in my
speaking class, do you agree?
Students : yes Sir.
Lecture checked her students’ attendance.
Lecture : Ok before start our study I will call you one by one, 
(the  lecture  call  one  by  one  students).  Ok  lets  open  our  meeting  by  reciting
Basmallah together.
Students : Bismillahirrohmanirrohim
Lecture : ok this day we will study about asking, giving, and rejecting for helping
expression, I hope all of you to be active in this classroom.
Lecture : Assalamu alaikum Wr.Wb.‟
Students : Walaikum salam, Wr.Wb.
Lecture : Good Morning students
Students : good morning Sir
Lecture : how are you today?
Students : I am fine, and you?
Lecture : I am fine too, ok class this day we will study about asking, giving, and
rejecting  information,  we will  make a  small  discussion,  I  hope you  are  more
active and to be a master English, ok?
Students : yes Sir
The lecture explain the materials, the students hear and give attention carefully.
Lecture : do you understand students?
Students : yes Sir…
Lecture : ok, to apply the material this day I want to you make a group, one group
consist of six up to eight people and you can discuss about topic from me, and
after that you can present the result of your discussion with your friend in front of
the class, do you understand?
Students : Ok Sir…
Lecture : from Anto you say one and continued Mia and others two, three, until
six ok? After that if you say one you must clubbed together with your friend say
one, do you understand?
Students : yes Sir….
Students make a group; from group one until group six. The lecture walks around
in each group to give guidance and advice and ask to each group who want to be a
speaker also give a theme in a each group. Students with each group make a small
discussion. The lecture walks a round to give guidance and advice again.
Lecture : have you finished discussing with your group?
Students : yes Sir…
Lecture : ok if you finish, I will call your group to present in front of the class
Dialogue I
Anto : Hello
Mia : Good morning
Anto : I am Anto Suryawan
Are you Mia ningsih?
Mia : Yes, I am
Anto : Pleased to meet you
Mia : Nice to meet you too
Anto : How are you?
Mia : Fine thanks
Anto : How is Helen?
Mia : She’s very well, thank you.
Excuse me, I have to go now
Anto : Good night, Mia
MIa : Good bye, Anto.
Anto : See you tomorrow
Dialogue II
Winda : What is your most exciting pastime?
Putri : Well, my favorite past time is growing flowers
Winda : Why do you choose it?
Putri : Because I like their sweet smells, beautiful colors and lovely shapes
Winda : Do you have special places for them?
Putri : No, I plant them in the flower pots
Lecture : give applause for us. You are the best. All of you have presented the
result of your discussion. I think enough for this day all of you have used the
expression materials this day. And thanks for your attention and coming today. For
the next  meeting I  want  you prepare to  active debate about  “smoke” you can
search the materials from free source like internet, book, and news paper, up to
you,  we  close  a  our  meeting  this  day  by  reciting  Hamdalah  together.
Wassalamu alaikum Wr.Wb.‟
Students : Ok Sir, Alhamdulillahirobbil alamin. Wassalamu alaikumWr.Wb‟ ‟
The lesson ended at 09.00 a.m. After the teaching speaking in the class, the
researcher made the pre-test for speaking ability by the result:
 Indicator of Speaking Ability   
No Name Task
Completion
Compre-
hensibility Fluency
Pronun-
ciation
Vocabu-
lary
Total
Score
Speaking
Ability
1 ARS 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
2 BAY 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
3 DEL 3 3 2 3 4 15 75
4 DEA 3 3 4 3 3 16 80
5 DOT 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
6 FEB 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
7 HAY 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
8 HEP 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
9 IND 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
10 IST 3 3 2 3 3 14 70
11 JAS 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
12 JAM 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
13 KHO 3 4 3 3 3 16 80
14 LIN 3 4 3 2 4 16 80
15 LID 4 3 3 2 4 16 80
16 MON 3 3 3 4 4 17 85
17 MUH 4 4 4 3 3 18 90
18 MUS 2 3 2 3 3 13 65
19 NAB 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
20 NIN 3 4 2 2 4 15 75
21 NUR 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
22 OKT 3 3 2 2 3 13 65
23 PRA 3 2 2 3 3 13 65
24 RAH 2 3 3 3 3 14 70
25 RAM 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
26 RAY 3 2 3 3 3 14 70
27 REF 3 3 2 2 4 14 70
28 ROE 3 3 3 3 4 16 80
29 SAB 3 3 3 3 3 15 75
30 SAL 3 3 2 3 4 15 75


